CLIPS™ provides a complete user-friendly communication interface to all CJIS environments as a full service terminal simplifying access to ease workflow.

CLIPS™ provides access to all CJIS transactions and delivers information when and where it is needed. Through dispatch, records and mobile environments CLIPS™ allows agencies the opportunity to easily access the information needed to do their jobs.

The standalone, browser-based design of CLIPS™ delivers efficiencies and cost savings over traditional ‘thick’ client solutions in a user friendly and familiar environment.

CommSys understands what it means to have an affordable, reliable and convenient access to state, regional and national CJIS networks. This is vital for law enforcement and criminal justice organizations and an essential component of the public safety systems that support them.

CLIPS™ is specifically designed to comply with various state, regional and national requirements to provide full terminal access for inquiries, entries, modifications, administrative messaging, hit confirmations, etc., via the relevant state message switches.

CLIPS™ assists public safety solution providers to affordably manage the ever-changing requirements brought about by heightened security issues, state compliances, NCIC 2000 and on-going technology upgrades. It also provides an easy-to-use tool and process for the provider to administer and configure devices and access permissions securely.

(CLIPS™ features: • administrative messaging • streamline communication • workflow automation • authorization control • code tables and pre-fills

Actions: • inquiry • locate • entry • clear • modify • cancel

Benefits: • complete CJIS interface • expedited form fill process • full audits and logging support • integration with RMS

FBI CJIS Security Compliant: • authorization control • FIPS 140.2 Encryption • terminal security

The CLIPS™ solution is a robust, standalone, browser-based application that provides access to all CJIS transactions supported by a state, regional or national message switches.

CLIPS™ CENTRALLY LINKED INFORMATION FOR PUBLIC SAFETY RELIABLE.
The CLIPS™ product and support pricing is structured to allow public safety solution providers to reach their intended ROI more quickly than any other software integration vendor in the market.

The CLIPS™ Terminal Solution Installation Map

- **Active States:**
  - 30 day installation timeline
  - Arizona
  - Iowa
  - California
  - South Dakota

- **In Development States:**
  - 60 day installation timeline
  - Illinois
  - Tennessee

- **All Other States:**
  - 120 Day Installation timeline

• **Full Support of All Transactions** – CLIPS™ supports access to all state CJIS interfaces (DMV, Hot Files, etc.) including NCIC, Nlets and CPIC for dispatch, records management, jail and investigation needs.

• **Intuitive User Interface** – CLIPS™ is designed to maximize user productivity and efficiency. The user interface and navigation is intuitive from request initiation to response to printing to logging to searching history files to receipt of unsolicited messages. The application is designed as a tool to aid users in doing their jobs as quickly and accurately as possible. Whether they are multi-tasking, doing case research or entering records, CLIPS™ can be adapted to the environment needed.

• **Easy System Administration** – CLIPS™ allows each public safety solution provider to simply configure the application to their environment and staff for seamless adjustments as necessary.

• **Agency Partitioning** – Allows administrator to separate agencies virtually, and yet still only use one physical server and one database. Operating virtualization software is not required.

• **Support for Small to Large Agencies Using the Same Software** – CLIPS™ can be used for virtually any number of users - from a single terminal up to hundreds of terminal installations - using the exact same software.

All of California’s [270+] CJIS communication requirements are handled by CLIPS™ to simplify development, workflow, installation and data processing.

Who Utilizes CLIPS™?

CommSys, Inc. developed the CLIPS™ Terminal Software solution for use by public safety solution providers in the service areas of communications and dispatch, records, investigative services and general law enforcement. CLIPS™ can also be easily incorporated into the jail management booking and release processing and similar applications.

This solution is currently active in several states, and easily installed within 120 days for the remaining states not currently in development. The CLIPS™ engine and infrastructure stays the same, for each activation, while the differences between each version are strictly within the forms and message generation.

This software is user friendly and built within a browser based structure that is familiar and easily learned.

CommSys includes annual support and maintenance agreements with system upgrades for the CLIPS™ solution as changes are mandated by State Agency and NCIC.
CLIPS™ provides a user friendly environment as a full service terminal to expedite data inquiries and ease workflow.

Solution Interface

CLIPS™
CJIS Terminal Software

Packaged Capabilities

- Simplified Access
- History
- Intuitive
- Easy Search
- Drop Down Options
- Ease of Entry
- Ease of Navigation

- Flexible
- Easily Modified
- Forms Pre-fill
- Automated
- Reduce Errors
- Cost Effective

Options

- Active Directory / LDAP based user authentication
- Enterprise licensing - multiple agency access
- Customized Forms

Call 800.842.8225 for details

Forms & Input:

History/Response/Request

- form drafts
- free text look-up
- time based search
- workspace management

- history access control
- numeric search
- terminal search
- user search

Auditing/Administrative Options

- configuration changes
- user access changes

- password changes
- devise changes

Criminal History [Reason] Log

- track ‘why’ a request is being run
- track session of subject oriented requests

Response Display & Management

- drill downs
- hit detection
- collation based on request
- audible and visual notifications

Administrator & User Actions

- easily print audit information
- full state form set (as known)
- favorite forms and drafts per user
- tools and tips field
CLIPS™ empowers law enforcement and criminal justice organizations with complete access to state, regional and national criminal and public record databases!

**Key Benefits:**
- Web based CJIS Terminal - No heavyweight client
- Compliments CAD/RMS Software - No interference
- Granular user access/control - By multiple admins
- Scalable from 1 to 500 users
- Virtualizes Agency Management and Control
- On-going Development/Upgrades

**Key Features:**
- Quick reference drop-down tables
- Re-use forms for multiple entries
- Favorite Forms and Sysytems Forms
- Multi-Agency ORI available as drop-down
- Page back option to complete/repair content
- “Help” information at the bottom of every form

**Support & Maintenance Options**
Annual support and maintenance agreements include system upgrades for changes mandated by CJIS interfaces, as well as, online and call support.

We provide a one year support agreement with the initial sale of the CLIPS™ Software for each installed site. New releases will be available to customers enrolled in a support agreement at no additional charge.

In lieu of a current support agreement, the site can procure a new support agreement including all required past maintenance amounts, or purchase a new license.

CommSys, Inc. has over 20 years of experience in developing and implementing technology solutions that provide strategic assets to solution providers in the public safety service and technology supply; along with those involved in state, regional and national agencies requiring access to Criminal Justice Information Systems (CJIS).

We continuously build and maintain relationships with those operating the CJIS environments in order to stay up-to-date on agency requirements, legislation, expectations and the overall technology knowledge needed to manage integration development. We are always obtaining insight and information on changes before they become policy. We do this to ensure we are aware of new requirements before they are implemented, and this helps to ensure CJIS required changes are manageable, seamless processes and smooth transitions for our partners and end users.

The CommSys team makes all the difference, and by partnering with CommSys, solution providers benefit from the unmatched expertise from our IT and engineering professionals. These professionals apply their incredible depth of experience – combined with broad technical knowledge of all IT systems – to deliver the right technology to meet our public safety solution providing partners’ business challenges.

If you have any questions or need additional information on our products or services, please feel free to contact us:

**CommSys, Inc.**
Dayton, OH 45439
800.842.8225
937.220.4990
937.220.4919 :fax
info@comm.sys.com
www.CommSys.com

Our goal is to provide our users with reliable software technology, products, service and information to help their business thrive.